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Prepared by:
NWS New Orleans/Baton Rouge
- Nothing Amazing and Special…summer in SE LA
- Hot (but not TOO hot) and humid
  - Heat Index in the low 100s, but nothing to Heat Advisory levels
  - Will continue to monitor and notify of any changes
- Afternoon thunderstorms, but nothing severe
  - Could produce gusty winds
  - Could produce heavy, localized rain generating some flash flooding
No new tropical cyclones are expected during the next five days.
Summary of Impacts

- Hot and humid
- Thunderstorms that could produce gusty winds and flash flooding

And, what we are NOT seeing
- No tropical activity expected, at least over the next 5 days
- No need for heat advisories
- No Severe Weather expected
- No widespread or river flooding expected
Questions?

Contact WFO New Orleans at 504-522-7330 or 985-649-0429 or through the “LIXchat” NWSChatroom

Get the latest forecast and hazard information at www.weather.gov/neworleans